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Dear Reader,
“Banking has never been so efficient” is the motto of our latest edition of “Im Trend”. And for good reason, as banks and savings banks are doing their best to optimize the efficiency of their processes and
structures in a trend that began even before the outbreak of the economic and financial crisis. We will
show you how with self-service systems in general and cash recycling in particular, bank branches can
be redesigned and thus become more efficient. For since the introduction of cash recycling in the 1990s,
this technology has revolutionized banking procedures. In recent years, KEBA has succeeded in continually raising its market share in the recycling segment and during 2009 captured some 25 per cent of
the German market. You can find out about the benefits derived from the use of retail-related cash recyclers in a leader from Andreas Plotz, the head of KePlus bank automation product marketing.
We also wish to inform you about what is happening on the international and sales fronts, therefore
in this issue of “Im Trend” you will find news of KEBA’s successful entry into the Italian market and the
background to the creation of a new software competence centre in Romania. The opinions of two
KEBA personalities are also featured in interviews in this edition, Klaus Baumann, who became the head
of sales in Austria on December 1, 2010 and Michael U. Spatz, who took over as the KEBA Germany
CEO at the beginning of 2011.
May I wish you pleasant and informative reading,
Yours sincerely,

Franz Berger MBA									
KEBA Banking and Service Automation Business Manager
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KEBA further expands its share of
the cash recycling market
There are good reasons for cash recycling at branch level
and these are winning over a growing number of banks
and savings banks. The closed cash cycle offers cost and
process optimization potential, which is simply unrealizable
with standard ATMs. KEBA first presented the idea of cash
recycling as early as the 1990s and since then has steadily
expanded its market share as a result of cash recyclers with
high availability levels and individual customer support.
In only a decade cash recycling has succeeded in revolutionizing bank
processes. KEBA already assumed a pioneering role during the establishment of cash recycling with cassette technology in the market. And
although initially many were sceptical about this innovation, the savings
potential that can be realized through cash recycling has ultimately proven to be convincing.
In the meantime, some 14 per cent of all the banking terminals in Germany have deposit capacity, which increasingly incorporates a recycling function (currently around 90 per cent). Numerous studies confirm
the prediction that cash recycling will continue to gain ground in the
future. For example, the installed ATM base in Germany should increase by a further 9 per cent in the period up to 2020 to stand at 63,000
and according to analyses, roughly 30 per cent of this figure will be
comprised by cash recycling systems. These forecasts are based on
the assumption that the technology and performance of the machines will be subject to further improvement and thus furnish additional savings.

Cash recycling is an established factor
There is a clear trend across Europe towards the replacement of an
increasing number of ATMs by recyclers. Moreover, since 2007 the
number of systems that merely accept cash deposits has fallen steadily
in the face of replacement by terminals with closed cash cycles.
As in Germany, the first deposit systems were installed in Austria during
the mid-1990s. At present, around 10 per cent of the country’s ATMs
are deposit systems and virtually all of these terminals are equipped
with a cash recycling function. A triumphal progress is also predicted for cash recyclers in Austria with a probable rise in the numbers of
cash deposit systems (including those with cash recycling functions)
by 56 per cent.
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KEBA continues to increase its market share
In recent years, KEBA has been able to steadily increase its market
share in both Germany and Austria. In Germany, this has climbed from
22 per cent in 2007 to around 25 per cent in 2009, while in Austria,
KEBA’s market share now amounts to over 90 per cent.1
Proximity to the customer, top system performance, a reliable service
concept and the professional realization of client projects and deliveries, have served to convince a growing clientele. It is thus no coincidence that KEBA is regarded as a specialist for banking automation
and cash recycling.

1

Source: RBR Report “Deposit Automation and Recycling 2010”
and internal sources
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KEBA further expands its market share
in Germany:
2007

2009

KEBA

KEBA

22%

25%

Others

Others

78%

75%

In only a decade cash recycling has succeeded
in revolutionizing bank processes.
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The future
of the cash cycle
Increased cash logistics efficiency with cash recyclers located
in the proximity of retailing

By Andreas Plotz, Head of
Product Marketing KePlus
Banking Automation

An interesting trend is evident with regard to the undisputed
major significance of cash and the steadily rising quantities
of notes and coins in circulation. A growing number of retailrelated, self-service systems are being installed in order to
shorten and optimize the cash cycle. However, this concept
can only result in success when cash recyclers are employed,
whereby the location is of decisive importance.

Rising costs give cause for action

The importance of cash remains unchallenged. For in spite of the fact
that electronic payment processes are being promoted by card issuing companies with ever-greater intensity, cash is still used in around
65 per cent of all retail transactions. It is no coincidence that especially
in times of economic difficulty customers and consumers adhere to the
motto, “Cash is king”.

Therefore it is only logical that increasing efforts are being made to
reduce the expense of cash, not just in the bank branches, but throughout the entire cash cycle.

In a recent study, the German Bundesbank also confirms the continuing dominant role of cash as a classic means of payment.1 At present,
some EUR 145 billion are in circulation in Germany and this amount is
constantly increasing. The yearly growth rate for bank notes in Europe
currently stands at 8 per cent and that for coins at a remarkable
16 per cent.
1

“Payment behaviour in Germany”, study of the

German Bundesbank, 2009
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The effects of these developments upon the cash cycle are enormous. The cash in circulation travels a long way in cash-in transits
from the central banks to the banks, consumers and retailers and thus
not only causes a great deal of manual labour, but also considerable costs. Roughly EUR 50 billion are spent on this process across
Europe annually.

Those studying the branch can see clearly that the trend is towards the
installation of a growing number of near-retail, self-service systems. A
shortening and hence an optimization of the cash cycle would provide
numerous general economic, process-related and ecological benefits.
However, this does require the use of cash recycling systems, which
ideally are located where the cash turnover is greatest, i.e. close to
consumers.
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Self-service cash recycling is an established feature in banks
and savings banks
Cash recycling systems have already become a standard feature in the
self-service zones of banks and savings banks. Indeed, as a result of
the extended periods between refills and the reduced volume of cash
in the recyclers, many banking institutes have succeeded in optimizing
their internal cash procedures.
Furthermore, due to the increase in the use of coins, which is documented by the circulation figures of federal and central banks, banks
have also recognized the potential offered by self-service handling in
this regard. This is the logical consequence of the complete realization
of a financial services concept, which above all enables business customers to pay in their daily takings on a 24-7 basis.

saves a trip and for the banks the use of cash dispensers in branches,
without endangering the full coverage supply of the population with
cash. Moreover, the employment of near-retail cash recyclers provides
an additional incentive to business customers, as enterprises in the vicinity can not only deposit their takings safely and smoothly without any
notable extra effort, but also, if required, on several occasions daily.

Cash recyclers located in the proximity
of retailing can shorten and optimize
the cash cycle.

Banks and retailing are getting together
In recent years, the trend towards the installation of self-service systems (primarily pure cash dispensers) near retail outlets has become
increasingly apparent. The aim is to locate the cash supply where customers spend and thus consume money. This permits the implementation of the transfer of cash volumes from the banks to the retail sector, but does not provide an optimization of the cash cycle.
This is first possible using cash recycling technology, which not only
allows retail customers to withdraw money in the close proximity to
where they wish to make a purchase (e.g. shopping centres and filling
stations), but also facilitates the making of deposits. For customers this

Continued on next page
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Continued from page 7:

The future of the cash cycle
Optimization of the cash cycle
It can be anticipated that near-retail cash recycling and the shortening
of the cash cycle will slash the quantity of cash in circulation by as much
as 50 per cent. This halves the volume of committed capital and lowers
the cost of cash processing in a sustainable manner.
In addition, as cash-in transits do not have to replenish cash recyclers
at such frequent intervals and business and retail bank customers can
make withdrawals and deposits within a smaller area, fewer transports
can be expected and the distances that cash has to travel will be reduced. All of which adds up to a drop in CO2 emissions.

Conclusions
Recycling is already well established in bank branches and provides
both cost cutting and process optimization. Due to the extensive distances that cash has to travel during the complete cash cycle, the related process costs continue to be far too high. For this reason, all those
affected are trying to raise the efficiency of cash logistics.
Thus a trend towards a shortening of the cash cycle and the transfer
of banking activities to customers and the vicinity of retailing is clearly
apparent. The deployment of near-retail cash recyclers facilitates the
optimizing of the entire cash cycle, as self-service systems equipped with cash recycling technology are installed in an ideal location.
Namely, where money is turned over with the greatest speed. Under
these demanding circumstances, it is all the more important that tried
and tested equipment is employed.
KEBA cash recycling terminals offer highly reliable technology and
maximum performance in combination with outstanding ergonomics.
Indeed, irrespective of whether one refers to shopping centres or OMV
filling stations in Austria, numerous practical examples demonstrate
clearly that the future has already begun.

8

A good example for the installation of self-service
terminals outside the typical banking branch is the
project of OMV and Erste Bank where filling stations
have become banking stations.
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Better safe than sorry!
KePlus skimming device detection - the intelligent solution for the
secure recognition of skimming on KEBA terminals

In recent years, the number of incidents of self-service system
manipulation, so-called skimming, has soared. Such attacks
not only cause financial losses, but also damage to the image
of banks and hence negative effects with regard to customer
acceptance. For these reasons alone, self-service system
security has to be an absolute priority.
The methods used by criminals for skimming in order to obtain
money illegally are continually being further developed and are increasingly sophisticated. Therefore, in the long-term, the disruption
of any skimming module that has been applied is not a solution,
as it only counteracts the symptoms without dealing with the causes. Accordingly, as skimming modules always possess electronic
components, reliable recognition is the only sensible answer that is
future-safe. This is the basis of KEBA’s approach and KePlus skimming device detection.

KePlus skimming device detection minimizes the security risks
relating to KEBA self-service systems. This innovative product
from the KePlus portfolio provides an active safeguard against
card slot manipulation and thus furnishes a decisive advantage
with regard to customer protection.

With KePlus skimming device detection you are always on the
safe side!
What functions does KePlus skimming device detection offer?
•
•
•
•

Surveillance of the area surrounding the card slot  
Detection of changes in the monitored area
Evaluation of the transmitted signals  
Transfer of the signals to
– the switch-on electronics
– the KePlus Security Agent
– the customer application as a manipulation event
– a potential-free contact (e.g. for burglar alarms)

Scope of delivery
•
•
•

KePlus skimming device detection
Software package
User manual

System requirements
•

Windows 2000, Windows XP,
prepared for Windows 7

KePlus skimming device detection makes a major contribution to
KEBA self-service system security and recognizes attempts at manipulation in so-called skimming attacks. KePlus skimming device
detection provides reliable surveillance around the card slot and any
lasting change in the area monitored is detected and communicated to the switch-on electronics.
The security module is located inside the terminal and is therefore
invisible from the outside. As soon as a manipulation is spotted various measures can be initiated. A report is communicated to the help
desk and the machine can be taken out of service, or upon request
other security measures can be set in motion such as the setting of
an alarm (silent). Therefore, in line with the application, customers
can be protected against illegal attacks, and criminal acts in connection with KEBA terminals can be immediately hindered.

9
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Efficiency increase through
Self-service system efficiency

Heightened competitive pressure and a changed business environment are forcing banks
and savings banks to redesign branch procedures. The aim is to simultaneously concentrate and strengthen sales capacity, intensify face-to-face communications with customers
and raise process cost efficiency.
Experts are of the opinion that bank branches, which
a few years ago were already pronounced dead due to
the Internet and mobile banking boom, will in fact live
on. They represent a forum in which personal contacts
can be established with customers and in future, private
discussions with account managers will remain in focus
when customers require specialist consulting and support
in matters such as financing. Studies confirm that almost
70 per cent of customers prefer to go to a bank branch
rather than using services via the Internet.
Redesigning bank branches
In view of the major role that branches play in relation to interaction
with customers, many possess optimization potential in the design
field. Therefore, during the re- or new design of a branch, increasing attention is being paid to a spatial division between consulting and self-service areas. This can even extend to a separation
between transaction branches with self-service terminals and other
branches with a focus on consulting. The targeted integration of selfservice systems in the branch area allows the enhancement of both
the competitiveness and efficiency of banks and savings banks. In
addition, a clear and comprehensive concept with regard to branch
design and the layout of the self-service technology, as well as the
transfer of clients from the self-service area to advisors, ensures greater customer satisfaction.

Options for action in the self-service area
The “Bank & Future” partner project makes very clear the major significance of branches and self-service. Consequently, the following
should be avoided when dealing with self-service zones:
• a vision of self-service purely as a cost factor  
• the segregation of the self-service area
• a reduction in the number of self-service systems in branches.
Instead, self-service can be employed actively as a sales channel
when:
• its attractiveness is enhanced by the appropriate marketing
measures
• new sources of revenue are generated
• interactions are initiated.

How branch efficiency can be enhanced through self-service
The potential that self-service systems can open up is not to be
neglected and a related optimization of branch processes provides
numerous improvements.
Firstly, self-service transactions are especially customer-friendly, as
the use of the related systems outside business hours offers clients
maximum flexibility on a 24-7 basis.
Secondly, the self-service channel constitutes a low-cost alternative
for banks. This is due to the fact that the transfer of standardized
transactions such as the withdrawal of cash or the completion of a
transfer can be carried out in the self-service zone. As these procedures constitute 95 per cent of all business, this provides massive savings potential. Above all, the expenditure for the processing
required at the counter is eliminated and therefore self-service not
only represents the lowest cost approach to banking business, but
also allows the more efficient use of human resources.

Today, self-service solutions have become a matter of course
for many customers but they also assist bank and savings bank
personnel.
Instead of having to handle standardized and typically time consuming business, they can concentrate on sales objectives, which
according to numerous studies will increasingly become the focus
of activities in years to come. Accordingly, the task for banks and
savings banks is to consider the question as to how existing and
potential customers can be convinced of the merits of self-service
technology. The maxim for the future will be to not only regard selfservice technology as a source of value added for customers, but
10
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self-service terminals
also the banking institutes themselves, as it frees personnel for sales
activities and allows the use of the time thus gained for active customer support.
The rising figures regarding the use of self-service systems permit the surmise that the personal contacts between banking staff
and customers are becoming less frequent. Therefore, the challenge in precisely this area is to place the spotlight on the core
bank competence of consulting and to actively employ the self-service channel.
In fact, the integration of the self-service zone in branches can actually strengthen personal contacts and consulting services, which for
example may be continued following the supply of customers with
product information, the making of appointments, or the completion of questionnaires via a self-service terminal. The competitiveness of the bank can be enhanced through this more effective and
profitable use of personnel and as a by-product, modern and flexible self-service zones increase customer loyalty.

Efficient self-service banking with KePlus family products
KEBA is a pioneer in the field of banking automation and cash recycling and with its innovative self-service solutions provides its clients
with expert support during the optimization of banking processes
and related improvements in efficiency.

Greater efficiency through cash recycling
KEBA launched its mature KePlus cash recyclers, which are now
in their third generation, in 2007. These terminals are the result of
long-term teamwork with strong, international technology partners
such as Hitachi Omron Terminal Solutions (HOTS), which holds a
two-third share of the global cash recycling market. Therefore, KEBA
can count on the world no.1 as a strategic partner.

Greater efficiency due to double-sided statement printouts
The KePlus P6 statement printer and the KePlus K6 account service terminal with infinitely adjustable display, fit in perfectly with the
increasing importance of branches. The machines can be installed
individually in any location and by means of optional double-sided
statement printing, provide cost-efficiency that extends to non-cash
transactions. Both the P6 and the K6 are equipped with doublesided thermal statement printing as an option and thus complete
the printing of statements in a fast, efficient and economic manner
that is also environment-friendly.

Conclusions
Branch design is undergoing a process of change and in recent
years concepts that rely on self-service have attracted an increasing number of proponents. However, there is a clear trend, which
also indicates that the human aspects of banking business should
not be ignored. This is because bank branches are not only the
place where transactions take place, but where customers and their
advisors meet. Nonetheless, standard transactions cause banks and
savings banks high costs and these make the optimization of branch
processes essential.

Self-service solutions assist in optimizing bank
processes so there is more time for personal
consultation between the bank employee and
the customer.

The combination of the comprehensive know-how and extensive
experience of both companies has led to a marked increase in the
performance of KEBA terminals and reliability that has been raised
to the highest state-of-the-art level. The results consist of transaction times that are among the fastest on the market and terminal
service life, which guarantees highly efficient operation and exceptional availability.

Greater efficiency due to self-service coin handling
The self-service handling of coins is also of importance to the
complete implementation of a financial services concept. Above
all, business customers, who pay in their daily takings, which
include coins, can profit in this connection and the KePlus X6
offers precisely such a capability. With its extremely small footprint,
the KePlus X6 is the most compact and cost-efficient product for
systematic counter automation, i.e. the complete transfer of all
cash transactions, including coins, to the self-service area. With a
width of less than 90cm, the X6 combines all teller services, providing a counter-free branch concept and thus increased efficiency.
11
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Raiffeisen Banking Group Upper Austria

KEBA to supply statement printers
on an exclusive basis

At the beginning of January, Raiffeisenlandesbank Oberösterreich awarded KEBA an order
for 300 KePlus P6 machines, the company’s
new and innovative statement printer.

Following long-term cooperation in the field of transfer
terminals, KEBA is now set to become the Group’s exclusive
supplier for statement printers and in the period up to 2012
will deliver a total of 300 KePlus P6 machines.

Gerhard Luftensteiner, CEO of KEBA AG: “ We are delighted
by the trust shown to us by the Raiffeisenlandesbank Oberösterreich. With the equipping of the Raiffeisen bank’s branches in Upper Austria with the new statement printers, we
have achieved a significant success that confirms our competence in this area.”

Now KEBA has been able to convince with its in-house developed
KePlus non-cash line products in connection with the use of statement
printers. The KePlus P6 statement printer offers features such as an infinitely adjustable display and double-side statement printing, which are
unique in the market and proved decisive in the Raiffeisen Banking Group
Upper Austria decision to purchase.

The collegial partnership between the two companies dates back to the
1990s, when the Raiffeisen Banking Group Upper Austria assumed a pioneering role in the field of automations payment transfers with slips and
for realization, turned to the Austrian automation technology specialists
from Linz. Indeed, even today KEBA’s Rondo 4forms+ terminals continue to confirm their value in everyday practical operation.

The stringent quality demands of the client have been met in full, as the
KEBA name stands for technological innovations at the highest level. By
2012, 300 KePlus P6 statement printers are to be produced, delivered
and installed throughout Upper Austria on a full coverage basis.

Source: Raiffeisenlandesbank Oberösterreich
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500th KEBA Cash-Recycling terminal installed at Austrian savings banks

Savings bank group in Austria relies on
cash recycling from KEBA
On 25 November 2010, the 500th cash recycling ATM was
installed at one of Sparkasse Oberösterreich’s branches
in Franckstraße. On this occasion Gerhard Luftensteiner,
CEO of KEBA AG, congratulated Mr Michael Rockenschaub,
Chief Sales Officer at Sparkasse Oberösterreich.
„We have been working together very well for many years with the
Austrian savings bank group and in particular with the Sparkasse
Oberösterreich. The installation of the already 500th KEBA cash recycling ATM within the savings bank group in Austria confirms our successful cooperation.“ says Gerhard Luftensteiner.

availability even then spoke for themselves. Michael Rockenschaub
is also now excited by the latest generation of KEBA’s self-service
machines:

„The new KePlus product family meets the demands of
today‘s self-service zones to the fullest, bringing acceptance
to customers as well as employees. We look forward to working with KEBA in the future!“

The savings bank group has already set very early on the innovative
cash cycle technology. The very first ATM with cash cycle technology within the savings bank group in Austria has already been installed in 2004.
At that time a new self-service concept with cash recycling machines
has been established successfully. As a consequence, the savings
bank group was a leader in Austria and was soon able to take advantage of this new technology: In a closed cash cycle deposited banknotes are paid out after a successful validation. This provides greater
cost-efficiency in the banks’ branches. From the beginning, the Austrian savings bank group relied on the innovative leader KEBA. KEBA
was the first company that introduced cash recycling with cassette
technology in the European market. The good performance and high

The cake on the occasion of the 500th cash-recycling ATM has KePlus R6 on
it, KEBA’s ATM for the deposit, withdrawal and recycling of banknotes.

Gerhard Luftensteiner (right) presents a cake to Michael Rockenschaub on the occasion of the 500th cashrecycling ATM within the Austrian savings bank group.
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60th KEBA cash recycler installed at the
Landessparkasse zu Oldenburg
The Landessparkasse zu Oldenburg has a business volume
of around EUR 8 billion, 1,700 employees and 120 branches,
and in the DSGV rankings occupies 20 th place among
Germany’s 430 savings banks. It is thus one of the country’s
biggest savings banks and KEBA’s largest customer in
this category.
The first KEBA terminal with cash cycle technology to be put into
pilot operation and subjected to practical testing at the bank was
installed in 2006. This was a Rondo 4cashcycle+ and its high processing speeds and availability proved so convincing that KEBA was
able to win a subsequent invitation to tender and thus received a
general contract for the supply of cash recyclers.
Consequently, the Landessparkasse zu Oldenburg (LzO) was one of
the first savings banks in Germany to integrate cash recycling into its
branches on a full coverage basis, thereby setting an example that
many others were to follow. Moreover, in the meantime, a great deal
has happened and on March 1, 2011, the 60th KEBA cash recycler
for the Landessparkasse zu Oldenburg was installed in Löningen.
The installation of the 60th KEBA cash recycler represents confirmation of the LzO’s concept for an easing of the loads on the service
area and the expansion of customer services in the branches.
Furthermore, there can be no question of a standstill and in the
future LzO plans to consider the efficient use of cash recyclers prior
to branch conversions, in order that all cash handling can be carried out by KEBA terminals with closed cash cycles.

On March 1, 2011, the 6 th KEBA cash recycler for
the Landessparkasse zu Oldenburg was installed
in Löningen.
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Matthias Abeln, Landessparkasse zu Oldenburg
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KEBA Germany:
„Securing market competition“
Michael U. Spatz has worked for KEBA since August 2002.
His initial task was to develop KEBA banking and services
automation in Germany and now, with effect from January
1, 2011, he has been appointed as the KEBA GmbH Automation CEO. A perfect opportunity to talk to him about the
past, present and future.
Michael, what led you to KEBA?
I have now been active in the banking sector for over 20 years
and my initial contacts with banks and savings banks date back
to 1988, when after my training in electronics and mechanical
engineering, I worked as a branch manager in the security industry and was involved in the design of complex, integrated security system projects. As a result I had my first intensive contacts
to major German banks.
I subsequently joined De la Rue, where among other assignments, I was responsible for the “dialogue banking concept marketing”. Then following intermezzos at Bodepanzer and Leicher,
I arrived at KEBA in August 2002. Owing to the fact that I had
continually been in contact with the company, including during
my time at De la Rue, this was a logical move and fitted in well
with the planning of my private life.
What were your initial assignments at KEBA?
I was appointed as the general manager for banking and services automation and my tasks primarily involved the persuasion of the large German banks to adopt our self-service systems and to establish Germany as a domestic market for KEBA.
My efforts met with success and from 2002 until today we have
massively increased our market share in Germany and trebled
the size of our workforce. With its innovative solutions, KEBA
now numbers among the most important suppliers of self-service systems in Germany.
What would you describe as KEBA’s biggest successes in
Germany?
In the banking area we have been able to win over three large
banks, Deutsche Bank, Commerzbank and UniCredit as customers and supply them with large numbers of machines. Among
the savings banks, every third institute is now a client and we
are steadily expanding our market share. The successful market launch of the innovative KePlus P6 and K6 account service
terminals has helped us in this regard.
In addition, we have all created our own sales network across
the country and apart from our multi-vendor service partners,
who offer full coverage we have also established a local KEBA
service system with leading engineers.
Another significant success was the installation of “Packstations”
throughout Germany by DHL and in the meantime over 2,600
KEBA KePol self-service parcel automats are in operation.

Michael U. Spatz: “KEBA now numbers
among the most important suppliers of
self-service systems in Germany.”

What future trends do you envisage?
The trend is towards the transfer of existing solutions to other
areas. For example, in the retail sector there is an increasing
tendency towards the integration of near-bank self-service payment systems. We can offer our partners holistic solutions in this
regard. Moreover, in future the KePol parcel automats should not
only serve postal traffic but the safe and verifiable handover of all
types of valuable goods. We have also responded to the sustainability trend with our entry into the electro-mobility field.
Where is KEBA heading in the banking area in Germany?
In the case of banks and savings banks we can see that cash
recyclers are increasingly replacing ATMs. A growing number
of customers are recognizing the advantages of this technology and we wish to profit from this development, consolidate
our position in the banking field and further raise our high market share in this sector.
One factor that is close to our hearts is market dynamism and
we wish to maintain competition in the banking area. Customers
should continue to have the possibility to select a supplier, who
is best suited to their needs. We have come to stay and we are
capable of mastering the demands of the future.
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„My heart belongs to our customers“

Klaus Baumann,
Sales Manager
Banking and Service
Automation Austria

Name: Klaus Baumann
A KEBA employee since: August 1995
Klaus Baumann at the Sparkassen Contact Days 2007

Biggest professional success: Successful “missionary
work” in Austria with regard to cash recycling
Resolutions for the future: Customers must remain the
focal point of all our efforts

On December 1, 2010, Klaus Baumann took over as the Austrian
Bank and Services Automation Sales Manager from Rudolf
Dobler, who after 17 years with KEBA has taken well-earned
retirement. “Im Trend” decided to use this opportunity to talk
to Klaus Baumann about his career, successes and future
plans at KEBA.
Klaus Baumann has now been with KEBA AG for 15 years and can
reflect on long-term experience and exciting customer projects. Following
training in electro-mechanics, Klaus Baumann completed the university
matriculation examination and concluded the first part of an economics
course. He subsequently started work and commenced his sales career
in the capital goods sector in the IT branch. After ten years, he decided
to move to Linz and join the automation specialists at KEBA, where he
became part of the Austrian sales team.
Klaus Baumann: “For me the start at KEBA was more than challenging and I acquired my competences by learning by doing. After just
three months, I managed my first customer project, which was a complete success. This was in the mid-1990s and involved the installation
of the first bank box systems with fingerprint identification at the Schöller Bank.” In the following years Klaus Baumann had sufficient opportunities to discover how his customers, consisting of the Austrian banks
and savings banks, tick.
In 1997, after three years of effort, Klaus Baumann decided to focus on
the banking sector and was responsible for the cultivation of the Sparkasse Group as a KEBA customer, which led to the successful story of
cooperation between the company and Austria’s savings banks.
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Today, Klaus refers to these efforts as “missionary work”. “Above all, the
task was to explain things to clients and to provide support as a qualified
advisor for the entire self-service area. At that time, banking automation
was in its infancy, but we were already specialists in such new technologies. Something that has not changed.”
Apart from his pioneering activities, Klaus Baumann also sees the introduction of cash recycling at the Austrian Sparkasse banks in 2007 as
a milestone. Moreover, the challenges have continued to arrive, as for
example the networking of banks in several countries (e.g. in the UniCredit Group) has necessitated an international orientation and KEBA’s recent
entry into the high-potential, rapidly developing electro-mobility market
demands flexibility at every level.
For the future, Klaus Baumann will be seeking to consolidate and expand
KEBA’s continuity among its clientele:

“Even as the head of sales, I do not wish to lose touch with
the customers, as we can only enjoy lasting success when
we integrate a customer orientation into our activities. Moreover, after so many years, my heart naturally belongs to every
single client.”
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The second KEBA Cash Recycling Club attracted
interested guests from all over Austria to Linz
The second KEBA Cash Recycling Club meeting was held
on November 24, 2010 and some 20 participants came from
across Austria in order to hear interesting presentations, join
in animated discussions and exchange ideas in the course of
a varied fringe programme.
The KEBA Cash Recycling Club was founded in 2009 in order to create a
platform for discussion and a lively exchange of experience. As “Im Trend”
reported, the first Club meeting was a great success and news of the
valuable insights gained by the attendees must have spread, as the number of participants at this year’s Club event rose to around twenty with
guests coming from Tyrol, Vienna, Styria and other regions across Austria
in order to learn about new developments in the cash recycling field.
The centrepiece of every Cash Recycling Club meeting is formed by
examples of practical applications, which are supplemented by first class
guest presentations. As Werner Seiberl from KEBA’s Austrian Bank and
Services Sales Department stresses: “We are always especially pleased
when we can obtain visiting speakers for the Cash Recycling Club, in
order to furnish the exchanges of ideas among the attendees with even
greater weight.”

voestalpine Stahlwelt

For example, Willibald Schenekar, the Steiermärkische Bank und Sparkasse AG Sales Manager, demonstrated how in both theory and practice,
equipment efficiency in the self-service zone can be raised by means of
cash cycle terminals.
Norbert Götzl from the Austrian National Bank also paid a visit to KEBA’s
headquarters in Linz and provided information at first hand regarding ECB
resolutions, the recycling framework and current news about Euroserie
2. Following lively discussions, a joint visit to the voestalpine “Stahlwelt”
was held, during which the attendees took a voyage of discovery that
allowed them to penetrate deeper into the world of steel production and
processing, and provided a successful conclusion to the day.

The center of each KEBA Cash Recycling Club
are practice-oriented lectures by guest speakers.
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And the Cash-Recycling Award goes to …
Presentation of the Cash Recycling Award of the Steiermärkische Sparkasse
The jury: Horst Pfeifer, Martina Gosemärker and Carlo Lebernegg (from l. to r.)

The Steiermärkische Sparkasse, which is known as a
pioneer in the self-service, cash recycling field, presents
the annual Cash Recycling Award to those branches that
are one step ahead of the rest in the recycling area.
The Steiermärkische Sparkasse is regarded as a pioneer in the
self-service, cash recycling field and as reported in the last edition of “Im Trend” has a fundamental, strategic branch concept that omits ATMs. Every year the Steiermärkische Sparkasse determines which new installations at branches have best
attained their targets with regard to cash recycling rates. And
in 2010, the branches in Mariazell, Schladming and Bad Aussee emerged as the victors and qualified for the Cash Recycling
Award quiz. The jury, comprised of members of the Sparkasse
Organization Department then selected the final winner, and our
congratulations on the Cash Recycling Award go to Mariazell.

Research, teaching and
practice – a troika with genuine benefits
The fact that practicality is of enormous importance to universities and other educational institutions has long been well
known. Conversely, companies can benefit from the research
facilities of the universities and their networks.
Accordingly, KEBA has now entered into a cooperation with
the Johannes Kepler University Linz in Austria, for in the age
of globalization, international business is increasingly demanding. Moreover, KEBA continues to grow and is strengthening
its international orientation, as evidenced by its new branch in
Turkey and recent, successful entry into the Italian market. The
efficient management of internationalization demands knowledge of global developments that is constantly up to date and
in this connection, the Institute of International Management at
the Johannes Kepler University Linz sees its tasks as involving
the linkage of areas of academic research with practical applications. Thanks to the new teamwork with the Institute, KEBA
can profit from this know-how and Michael Landl, who is responsible for KEBA’s subsidiaries will be working with the Institute on a joint project during the 2011 summer semester. This
project will involve the completion by students under the direction of Prof. Iris Fischlmayr of intensive market research relating
to selected countries. Both parties hope to obtain fresh insights
from these activities. The students from the practical aspects of
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the KEBA project and the Austrian automation company from
the country selection assistance emanating from the detailed
analyses derived from access to a European university network
and its data sources.

Michael Landl from KEBA with Iris C. Fischlmayr (l.) and Anna Strutzenberger
(r.) of the Johannes Kepler University
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Banking has never been so efficient!

KEBA at the FI-Forum 2010
Under the motto: “Customer proximity. Understand. Decide.
Act.” Finanz Informatik held its traditional in-house fair in
Frankfurt/Main from November 16-18, 2010.
As in past years, KEBA was again represented at the fair with
its own stand in order to exhibit its innovative product portfolio.
Visitors to the stand were shown economic and efficient selfservice cash handling by means of the:
•
•

KEBA can look back on a wealth of interesting
contacts and discussions at the fair and for this
reason alone, the FI Forum was a complete
success.

KePlus R6 – the ATM for the deposit, withdrawal and
recycling of banknotes
KePlus X6 – the compact terminal for counter-free
branch concepts

Following their market launch during last year, KEBA also
showed the new additions to the KePlus product family. The
new KePlus account service terminals have already received an
official release for Finanz Informatik and can be operated online.
They are currently setting important benchmarks in the financial world and have convinced numerous banks and savings
banks:
•
•

KePlus P6 – the monofunctional statement printer
KePlus K6 – the multifunctional account service terminal
Source: AV Finance
At the FI Forum 2010, KEBA presented its comprehensive product portfolio for efficient self-service banking.

Sparkassen Contact Days 2010
The innovation leader does its reputation justice
The hardware fair of the Sparkasse Group in Austria has
become one of KEBA’s “musts”. Every autumn it offers a
forum for the exchange of information, the discovery of
new developments and contacts with branch decisionmakers. In 2010, KEBA was again represented and once
more surprised with new products.
This time the Sparkasse Kontakt was held from November
7-9, 2010 in Salzburg. KEBA presented its KePlus R6, which is
already well established in the market, the KePlus U6 terminal
and the teller assistance unit Kendo CM18. However, the biggest hit among visitors was the KePlus K6, which made its debut
as the successor to the Rondo 4scanning “transfer box”. The
KeContact flex charging station met with a similarly enthusiastic
response as the highly promising energy automation business
area has ruffled more than a few feathers and offers the hope of
an exciting and challenging future.

Bernhard Koppler and Werner Seiberl from Austrian Sales presented the new
KeContact flex and KePlus K6 innovations.
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„Dolce Far Niente“?
Not for KEBA in Italy …
Italy is not only the land of fashion, love and “Dolce Vita”,
but in future another KEBA country. KEBA has long been
active in Italy in the industrial automation area, however
the sales team has now been reinforced for entry into the
banking and services automation sector. This is because,
in order to operate in a customer- and market-oriented
manner, it is essential to accommodate the specific requirements of respective markets.
If in the past, ATMs were mainly installed in Italy, the number of terminals
with a deposit function rose sharply from 2006 to 2007 and this trend
continued in the following years. In particular, strong growth is forecast
for cash recycling in Italy and many banks regard this as the technology
of the future. By 2020, 15 per cent of the terminals in operation should
be cash recyclers.
One special feature that is not to be neglected is the widespread use of
cheques in Italy and the related necessity that self-service systems be
able to accept them. This meant that for KEBA’s entry into the Italian market, it was unavoidable that the KePlus X6, the cash recycler for banknotes and coins, be equipped with a cheque scanner. This specially developed version of the KePlus X6 should open the way for KEBA to conquer the Italian growth market.
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An initial success has already been achieved with certification by the Consorzio Bancomat (CoBan for short), which was received shortly before
Christmas 2010. The largest Italian banks have joined forces in the Consorzio Bancomat to create a central accreditation organization and certification is a prerequisite for the sale of banking terminals in Italy.
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KEBA reinforces its sales team
in Italy
Massimo De Pra

Ivan Nebbi
On April 1, 2011, the KEBA Italy team will be further strengthened
by the arrival of Ivan Nebbi as a Customer Solutions Manager, in
which capacity he will be responsible for the successful implementation of KEBA solutions at customer premises. Following academic studies in electronics, among other posts Ivan Nebbi worked for
leading manufacturers of self-service automation solutions, serving
as a senior manager for projects in the Italian banking sector. He is
therefore an experienced specialist with regard to the requirements
of customers in the self-service sector in Italy and will now be putting his expertise at KEBA’s disposal.

On January 1, 2011, Massimo De Pra joined the Italian sales team
as Sales Manager. Following engineering studies in Milan, Massimo occupied a number of managerial positions in various leading
software companies and was able to gather valuable insights while
dealing with bank customers such as the UniCredit and Intesa Sanpaolo. Massimo has now brought his long-term experience in the
Italian banking world into KEBA Italy, where his main focus will be
on the banking and services automation area.

Michael Landl, responsible for KEBA’s subsidiaries in Banking and Service
Automation, with Massimo De Pra (Sales) and Ivan Nebbi (Customer Solutions) in the new office in Milan, Italy
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KEBA Romania: The foundation of a new software

competence centre at KEBA Romania is sealed with major order

On April 1, 2011, KEBA is to open a new
software competence centre in the heart
of Bucharest. The head of the centre is
Csaba Tamas, who since the foundation
of KEBA Romania S.R.L., has served as
its CTO.

Csaba Tamas is the head of the newly founded
KEBA software competence centre in Romania.

At the newly founded software competence centre software development of the highest standard is to be undertaken on two levels.
The first involves in-company activities for the entire KEBA Group
and therefore not exclusively for KePlus and the banking automation
sector, but also for segments such as the new energy automation
business area. As a result of having its own software products and
solutions, in future KEBA will be even more successful in the market
and be able to convince customers with complete solutions.

On the second level, software products and services will also be
offered to customers. This has already been confirmed with an
important purchase order: For one of the largest banks in Romania,
KEBA will provide the ATM network management solution for more
than 2000 ATMs, including monitoring, software distribution, issue
management, remote key-loading and most importantly reporting.
The reporting component covers aspects like availability of ATM fleet
per location, per model, per operation type. Also the service level
agreements are measured with the different parties (service & maintenance, CIT, communication, etc.) At this moment raising issues,
dispatching to different departments and the controlling of contractual obligations is fully automated.

KEBA’s strategic objective is to expand this software competence centre and thus further support the international
growth of the company.

KEBA on an internationalization course
Successful trade fair debut by KEBA in Italy at the ID World 2010
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The ID World 2010 was held in Milan from November 16-18, 2010
and in addition to themes such as biometrics and RFID, for the
first time the event dealt with the topics surrounding postal innovation. This is why KEBA participated as an exhibitor and presented
its extensive product portfolio with the new KePol Modular and the
KePlus X6. In addition to numerous networking activities, the event
conference was also a complete success for KEBA with regard to

the interesting presentations and the discussions held with international branch representatives.

The KEBA team at the ID World 2010

Walter Gritzner accepts the ID World People Award 2010 on behalf of KePol

The fair also saw the presentation of the ID World People Award
2010, which was accepted by Walter Gritzner, Business Unit Manager KePol Logistics Solutions for the KePol package automation
solution.
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KEBA’s parcel machine is about to
conquer Russia
The KePol parcel machines now provide a secure transfer
of goods in Moscow and St. Petersburg, 24 hours a day,
7 days a week.

“LogiBox” is the name of KEBA’s parcel
automation solution in Russia.

		
With Russia another country now relies on the innovative logistics
solution KePol for the delivery and drop-off of parcels.
The company Pochtomat will revolutionize e-commerce in Russia by
the first safe transfer of goods by means of “LogiBox“. Hereby, Pochtomat occurs as the operator of a machine network, which gives
webshops the possibility of delivering products with various logistics companies to consumers. For the beginning, 21 KePol machines will be installed in Moscow and St. Petersburg of which 15 pieces have already been installed.

Follow this link to find the application video
of the solution in Russia:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rb1CgkD9RXk

KePol receives an
order from Luxembourg
“P&T Luxembourg“, the Luxembourg postal organization,
has recognized the advantages of secure package automats and has commissioned KEBA with the supply and
installation of 12 KePol modular systems.
“P&T Luxembourg“ has the aim of providing its clientele with package
receipt and dispatch independent of post office business hours. As a
result, customers are offered value added as parcels can be sent or
collected on a 24-7 basis. The majority of the twelve KePol modular machines are to be installed in October and November 2011, in
time for the Christmas business rush and in order to deal with the
especially high package volume at this time of the year in an efficient and economic manner.

“P&T Luxembourg“ has recognized the advantages
of secure parcel pick-up and drop-off.
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KeWin presents a complete solution
at the WLA 2010 in Australia
From October 31 to November 5, 2010, the WLA 2010 Convention and Trade Show took place in Brisbane, Australia,
and in addition to a top quality business programme and
an informative trade fair, provided a forum for the establishment and cultivation of contacts with existing and
potential customers and competitors.
Within the branch, the trade fair offered a perfect opportunity to
become acquainted with the latest product developments for lotteries and to profit from the extensive know-how of numerous guest
speakers. For these reasons KEBA was once again on hand with
an exhibit consisting of the high-end KeWin micro, KeWin multimedia and KeWin check lottery terminals, which matched to perfection
the motto of the WLA 2010, “A glittering future” and showed visitors how the challenges of tomorrow can be mastered. One special feature was the cooperation with the GameTec Labs software
company on the stand, which allowed the presentation of a complete solution for the first time. For this reason, the WLA 2010 Convention and Trade Show was a complete success for KEBA.

KEBA´s exhibition stand at the WLA 2010 in Brisbane, Australia

In cooperation with GameTec Labs, KEBA
presented a complete solution for the
automation of lottery applications.

KeContact flex is part of BILLA’s
sustainability strategy
Since November 10, 2010 Billa‘s latest energy-saving
store in Deutsch-Wagram demonstrates the energy
savings potential through the sustainable use of resources, amongst others with the power charging station
KeContact flex.
As part of the sustainability strategy of the REWE Group a photovoltaic system for self-power generation is used. Additionally,
the way for customers and employees towards more electric
vehicles is paved thanks to KEBA’s power charging station: The
installation of KeContact flex is the key to the goal of reducing
emissions.
From now on, customers and employees of BILLA can charge power via
KeContact flex at the energy-savings store in Deutsch-Wagram.
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KeContact satellite –
the scaleable solution with several charging points
for parking areas

With KeContact satellite, KEBA offers an enlargement
of the independent KeContact flex charging station with
up to 15 satellite sockets. These can be used wherever
numerous charging points should be available in close
proximity to one another, as in multi-storey car parks, underground garages, semi-public and park & ride parking
areas.
The satellite sockets, which as an option can either be installed on
pillars or on walls, represent an extension to the KeContact flex
charging station. This now allows the control of up to 15 sockets,
which thanks to their small footprint and installation space requirement need very little space. Moreover, their simplicity of design
also allows safe and intuitive operation.

KeContact satellite forms a central element in the e-mobility network that is both extendable and scaleable, available on a 24/7
basis, and creates high levels of customer acceptance as a result
of numerous safety features and straightforward operation.
In addition to the advantages of KeContact flex, KeContact satellite is characterized by the following features:
Maximum cost-efficiency and investment protection
KeContact satellite constitutes the most cost-efficient means of
providing up to 15 charging points in parking areas and thus offers
maximum investment protection.
Simplest operation
KeContact satellite is easy to use. As once the electrical vehicle
is plugged into the charging point, user identification takes place
at the charging station KeContact flex and charging can commence.
Highest safety levels
As in the case of KeContact flex, KeContact satellite is only connected to the grid during the charging process. Locking covers
on the socket prevent malicious unplugging during the charging
process by third parties, or disconnection due to loads and cable
theft. These and other numerous safety features and personal
safeguards ensure the highest levels of protection.
Maximum flexibility
The KeContact satellite modular concept facilitates an increase
in the number of intelligent, satellite sockets to as many as 15.
KeContact satellite is extendable, scaleable and individually adjustable, without the need for modifications to the KeContact flex
operating unit.
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Extended customer services range –
sustainability for the region
With KeContact, the KEBA charging station, the Raiffeisen bank in Knittelfeld
is setting a trend for greater sustainability

Founded in 1900, the Raiffeisen bank in Knittelfeld has now
been firmly anchored in its local area for well over a century.
The regional significance of the bank is undisputed, as it sees
its focus not only in retail customer business, but also the
support of business and is therefore a reliable partner for the
entire community.
Trend-setting forms of energy for increased sustainability
To commemorate the 110th birthday of the Raiffeisen bank in Knittelfeld, its managers decided to mark the event with a visible indication
of the trend-setting shift towards a new and “green” future. Due to
the age of the building housing the main branch of the Knittelfeld
Raiffeisen bank, its re-insulation had been planned for some time.
However, in order to meet more than just current requirements and in
order to play a pioneering role for the years to come, it was decided
to implement a lasting and complete energy concept, which would
include the complete renovation of the shell of the building, its provision with new insulation, the installation of a photovoltaic system and
the use of green energy from the surrounding region.

the needs of both charging infrastructure operators and users. For
Josef Bichler, the Raiffeisen Knittelfeld CEO, who was responsible
for the reconstruction work at the bank, this extensive expertise in
automat manufacture, security technology and payment solutions
was the decisive factor in the decision to opt for KEBA.
Greater service for Raiffeisen bank customers and visions of
the future
Robert Liebminger, a second Raiffeisen bank manager, regards the
installation of the KeContact charging station as accounting for the
bank’s service- and customer-orientation. In tandem with the concept
of sustainability, KeContact forms an intelligent solution for the recharging of e-vehicles during the completion of banking business.
It is the declared aim of the Knittelfeld Raiffeisen that in future, the
charging stations will be supplied with energy produced in-house and
that all company cars will be fed with green electricity. This means
that the vision of a sustainable energy supply could soon become
reality.

Sustainable business management for the region
The Raiffeisen bank managers are already convinced that the more
than four million euros required for these measures was money well
spent, especially in view of the fact that the photovoltaic system saves
roughly two-thirds of the bank’s heating costs. In addition, the Raiffeisen bank in Knittelfeld has become a future-oriented, zero-energy
banking centre and is firmly convinced of the potential offered by a
sustainable supply of energy and e-mobility. For this reason, it sees an
opportunity to play a pioneering role in this area at a regional level.
E-mobility is on the move
Against this background, it was perhaps only logical to install energy
charging stations. Experts agree that in the coming years, recharging
will take place wherever cars are parked and a related prerequisite is
an efficient infrastructure. Accordingly, in
“Quieter, cleaner and cheaper” are the
October 2010, the
convincing arguments, which point
Knittelfeld Raiffeisen
bank installed KEBA
to the fact that the future belongs to
charging stations
e-mobility.
in front of its main
branch building and
in the customer parking area. The autonomous and flexible KeContact charging station allows the simple and safe recharging of electric
vehicles around the clock.
A decision for KEBA
KeContact is based on KEBA’s comprehensive know-how and longterm experience in the field of self-service and outdoor automats.
Proven components such as the payment module have been integrated into the development of the charging station and as a specialist,
KEBA is currently better placed than any other company to fully cover
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An overview
With the installation of the KeContact charging station,
the Knittelfeld Raiffeisen bank can
• implement a modern, sustainable infrastructure solution
• fulfil its pioneering role in the sustainability field  
• achieve a notable enlargement of its customer services.
KeContact, the e-vehicle charging station
• offers the greatest possible flexibility for operators due to its
individual design possibilities
• is reliable and guarantees maximum personal protection
• can be simply and intuitively operated due to straightforward user
identifications and billing via magnetic swipe card and/or RFID.

The main branch of the Raiffeisen bank in Knittelfeld has been completely renovated in line
with the principles of sustainability and in the
process fitted with the KEBA KeContact charging station.

Recharging can also take place in then customer parking area, while banking transactions
are completed. With the KeContact charging station, Robert Liebminger and Josef Bichler
are thus able to offer their customers a greater service range.
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